Peyto Hut – August 10-13, 2017
After neglecting to arrange the weather on at least one previous club trip to
Peyto Hut, leader Steve Irwin more than atoned for that previous failure by
arranging spectacular weather this year. Our group of ten assembled at the aptly
named Mosquito Creek Hostel the night before our climb began, arranged our
gear, and hit the sack. Several people complained of “night noises” interrupting
their sleep that first night together, a foretaste of things to come, but
excitement quickly overtook grogginess as we convoyed to the Peyto Lake
parking lot for the start of our journey.
The first challenge was to cross the braided channels of the Peyto River just above
the glorious Peyto Lake, which we all managed without becoming more than mildly
damp. Then we spent the next three hours hiking under a brilliant blue sky, following
the northern bank of Peyto River, first along a flat delta, then through a steep canyon
and finally up the ridge of a moraine left as mute testimony to how much this glacier
has shrunk over the past century due to our changing climate.
The big question hanging over this section of the hike was whether we
would be able to get on to the toe of the glacier. If not, we would have to
turn around and go back, disappointed and discouraged. The prospect of
crossing a glacier was what had brought me out. I am an occasional
participant in Central Alberta Mountain Club activities, as I work a lot of
weekends and sail most of the free time I get. But climbing a glacier is
something I have never done, and I had this weekend off work. So the idea
we might lug our gear, including two fairly heavy ropes, four hours and then
have to lug it all the way back down would have been a huge
disappointment. But the day was clear and warm, the mountains beautiful, and a nice day in the mountains
is better than pretty much anything else I can imagine. Or so I kept reminding myself.
Fortunately, the toe offered a gentle slope and the promise of an easy walk onto the
glacier itself. So there, we strapped crampons to our boots, donned our harnesses, tied
loops into our ropes and attached the loops to carbineers and carbineers to harness.
Five to a rope, two ropes, ten in total – no one missing yet! We learned the number one
rule: “Don’t step on the rope!” and what to do if someone went in a crevasse: “sit
down.” Apparently sitting down will solve all problems!
And the glacier did not disappoint. Devoid of snow this late in the
season, we were walking on solid ice over which melt water
gurgled in shallow rivulets. The occasional crevasses were fairly
easy to spot, but it was reassuring having an experienced guide in
our intrepid leader, who avoided the worst of the crevasses and
warned us about those we could not avoid. That left us free to look around, and
there is a lot to see on a glacier. On either side, torrents of water were evidence of
how much melt water is carried off the glacier, as the small rivulets combine into
streams, the streams merge and merge again. Some of the streams disappear into

potholes in the ice and everywhere there is a musical sound, like the chirping of birds,
the sound of flowing water and melting ice. The signs of life are minimal: a dusting of
pink algae (?) and the occasional insect blown in from more hospitable climes and
stranded by wet and cold, but the glacier itself seems like a living breathing thing. White
on the surface, and brilliant blue deeper down, the glacier was also coated with fine
layers of dark dust, As a result, the glacier seemed white when you were on it, but much
darker when viewed from above, and the darkness deepened to nearly black as the
evening deepened.
In good weather, Peyto Hut can be clearly seen perched
high on the mountain side, in the elbow formed when the
glacier takes a sharp turn to the right as it flows down the
mountain. The hut is only accessible from the glacier, a sturdy frame clad in
baby blue metal siding. Two sleeping platforms accommodate ten above
and ten below, but with our group of ten and only one other group of four,
there was plenty of room. A fully outfitted kitchen and abundant propane
made for a very functional place to stay. An outside deck from which to
watch the glacier, big windows and an outhouse with a view transformed the merely functional into a truly
enjoyable and beautiful place. We spent two nights there, and the group proved convivial and considerate.
The views were not quite as glorious on Saturday, as smoke from the Kootenay fires had blown in, but it
was still a fine warm day. Some of the more intrepid ventured out onto the glacier for further instruction,
while others hiked on the mountain side or stayed closer to the hut. By mid-afternoon we were all back at
the hut napping, reading or playing games.
On Sunday, we were back on the glacier, traversing the Wapta icefield so that
we could exit over the Bow Glacier and through the Bow Valley. This was the
most dangerous part of the trip, as the ice was covered by snow, so the
cravasses were obscured, and Steve, as the leader on the front rope was having
to constantly probe to make sure there was solid ice underfoot. Plus, we had to
hurry as the weather was deteriorating, with a thunderstorm blowing in from
the West. We did not want to be on the glacier if lightning struck! Fortunately,
Steve only put his foot through in three places, never went further than his knee,
and the storm held off just long enough for us to get off Bow Glacier and shelter
in Bow Hut for lunch. Then we scampered
down the Bow Valley, past increasing
hordes of day hikers (in spite of the rain),
and back to our cars, tired, damp, but
exhilarated by an amazing three days in a place that very few people
are fortunate to visit.
I want to express my thanks to all of my fellow hikers for their good
humour and friendship, and special thanks to Steve Irwin for
arranging everything so well, including the weather!
-Submitted by Ross Smillie

Saturday August 12th by Sherry Shelton
We woke up Saturday to a smoky overhang and reduced visibility so the plan to hike Mount Thompson was
changed to a glacier exercise day. After a very leisurely morning of sun tanning and boiled breakfasts we set
out after lunch to practice a few things. Setting up the rope, leading on the rope, knot tying, using the ice
axe, using the ice screws and probing for crevasses. Some of us probing more careful than others. Once on
the glacier we had spectacular views of Mt Habel, Mt Rhondda, Trapper Peak and Mt Thompson. The
glacier had minimal snow coverage so we were able to see debris cones, glacial streams, 1 moulin or a
glacier mill, waterfalls, bugs, bugs and bugs and lots of pine needles and red fire retardant from the recent
fires in B.C. We headed back to hut after an uneventful afternoon.

